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Note: Attempt any FIVE questions. All questions Carry equal marks.

Q-1 Libraries have various sections. Describe acquisition section in detail?

Q-2 Write a note on the following libraries:
    a) GC University Library
    b) Punjab Public Library

Q-3 What is non printed material? Describe in detail two types of it?

Q-4 Define bibliography and describe the uses of it?

Q-5 Discuss the history of Dewey Decimal Classification Scheme?

Q-6 Discuss the University library?

Q-7 Describe the history of books before printing press?

Q-8 What are thesis and reports? Discuss.
Q-1 Define acquisition and describe the principles of acquisition of books?

Q-2 Define Catalogue and describe its scope and purposes?

Q-3 Define reference sources and discuss in details, two of them?

Q-4 Define reference services and give details of supervision function?

Q-5 Define library automation and the advantages of it?

Q-6 What is an accession register? Give detail of its entries.

Q-7 Discuss in detail the Card Catalogue?

Q-8 Give the details of Databases and Geographical sources?
1. Write a note on various types of libraries.

2. What is the meaning of cataloguing and describe various kinds of catalogue?

3. Define library material. Write a note on book material.

4. What is new ARC charging system? Describe its merits and demerits.

5. Write a comprehensive note on subject headings.

6. What is a classification system? What is the purpose and use of classification.

7. Describe the brief history of libraries.

8. Write note on the following
   a. Dictionaries
   b. AACR2

Note: Attempt any FIVE questions. All question Carry equal marks.